
The expansion of Gen AI
Foundry’s IT decision-maker audience is actively researching  
and buying AI tools. The CIO TechTalk community shares  
insight on the adoption of Generative AI. 

Put your brand at the center of Generative AI. Explore Foundry’s 
Generative AI sponsorship packages to connect with IT decision-
makers across our editorial network and at industry leading events. 

Sources: Foundry, CIO Tech Talk Survey, Generative AI Adoption, July 2023
CIO.com, How AI is reshaping demand for IT skills and talent

Those who embrace the technology and understand  
how to use it to accelerate and improve their work will  
be rewarded, while those that don’t will be left behind. 
Jim Chilton, CTO, Cengage Group

You want to upskill the people in your organization  
because they already have the knowledge of the  
potential products or any benefits. Take the talent  
you have and upskill them into the right roles. 
Mike Hendrickson, VP of Tech and Dev Products, Skillsoft

What worries IT decision-makers 
about Gen AI in the workplace?

1. Legal issues related to Gen AI output
2. Loss of control over corporate data
3. Employees who go rogue and use it 

without permission
4. Lack of confidence in results

54% 
perceive the  
greater risk for their 
companies with  
respect to Gen AI  
is moving too fast

62% 
Actively using 
within our  
enterprise

What is Generative AI?  
A branch of artificial intelligence that autonomously  
creates new content, such as images, videos, or text

Adoption status of Gen AI

What initiatives are underway 
to prepare for Gen AI? 

Training/upskilling employees on Gen AI

Even so, the majority of organizations 
are making AI investments

1% 
Have experimented  

but not currently using

14% 
Have not implemented yet 

but are considering it

23%
In the early stages of  

exploring for potential  
implementation

Getting Gen AI tools in users’ hands

Establishing policies and guidelines

Identifying use cases

Pilot projects

Testing apps from our vendor partners 

51%

50%

47%

42%

41%

39%

Increasing spend on AI-enabled applications

Adding headcount for AI-related roles

Increasing security spend

Increasing cloud spend

Upgrading infrastructure

76%

68%

68%

55%

51%

88% 
have started  
GenAI pilot  
projects or  
have projects  
underway

https://www.cio.com/article/100059540/introducing-the-cio-tech-talk-community.html
https://foundryco.com/generative-ai-sponsorships/
https://foundryco.com/generative-ai-sponsorships/
https://www.cio.com/article/641589/how-ai-is-reshaping-demand-for-it-skills-and-talent.html

